
If you feel that your child can be classified as the gifted or highly gifted, you can try to fill in the following test. If 80% of the responses 

indicate the answers 1 or 2, it demonstrates the talents of the child in the proper area. Select the category that describes your child best: 

1 majority, 2 often, 3 sometimes, 4 rarely 

  Brief Info 1 2 3 4 

1 Has wide vocabulary, expresses clearly and smoothly         

2 Quick thinking         

3 Easily recalls the facts         

4 He/she wants to know how things work         

5 Is a passionate reader         

6 The unrelated facts at first glance can connect in original and new ways         

7 Easily getting bored.         

8 Wants to know the justification for the "why" – asking questions about almost anything         

9 Prefers spent time with older people         

10 Is very curious.         

11 Is impulsive          

12 Is an adventurer         

13 When given an opportunity, he/she tends to dominate the others         

14 Is sustained, remains with the task until it is resolved         

15 Has a good physical body coordination          

16 Is  independent and separate         

17 Has a sense of humor.         

18 Good thinking         

19 Has a wide range of interests.         

20 Is proactive         

21 Looking for his/her own answers and solutions         

22 Intensely interested in future and the world's problems         

23 Is able to follow instructions         

24 Is willing to take a risk         

25 Has a character features of the manager         

26 Like to play difficult games          

27 Establishes high goals         

28 Writes and designs new ideas         

29 Constantly trying to change the existing ones         

30 Is able to focus for a long time, enabling it to solve problems successfully, tends to have the same 

kind of interests for a long period 
        

  

(according to the book, Gifted child, and the development of his abilities, by Václav Fořtík)  


